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ALBAPLANT
Our company is specialized in producing industrial furnaces; it designs and
produces furnaces and heat treating lines.
It founds its activity on technological excellence and on its continous research of
innovations and new technologies in the heat treatment sector.
It rises from a thirty-years experience achieved in the heat treatments sector and from the
synergies developed with its customers.
Energy savings is one of our major concerns, and for this purpose we apply several
technologies that effectively concur in reducing the treatment effort.
ALBAPLANT supplies high reliability and technological-advanced products, with very high
flexibility.
Main application fields:
Automotive
Building
Forged
Rail sector
Eolic
Energy
ALBAPLANT produces high-quality furnaces:
Horizontal and Vertical vacuum furnaces
Horizontal nitriding and vacuum tempering furnaces
Nitriding pit furnaces
Multiple preheating drawer furnaces
Chamber furnaces
Preheating and tempering chamber furnaces
Case hardening furnaces
Bogie heart furnaces
Automatic lines
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ELECTRICAL HORIZONTAL TEMPERING FURNACES
ALBAPLANT produces high quality tempering furnaces for heat treatments in inert and
controlled atmosphere, i.e. with pure nitrogen and with less than 5 parts per million of
oxygen. In this way it totally eliminates the possibility of oxidation.
The immission of inert gas happens previous vacuum-packed washing; this is possible
thanks to the perfect tightness of the chamber, also guaranteed by a rubber gasket in
special rubber suitably cooled.
Typical applications include
Tempering
Annealing in blank
Expanse

MODEL

DIMENSIONS
(mm)
WxL xH

KW

°C
MAX.

KG
MAX.

KG

40.80.40

400x800x400

30

650

400

300

54.85.42

540x850x400

40

650

600

400

60.120.50

600x1200x500

50

650

1000

800

70.140.60

700x1400x600

70

650

1500

1200

85.140.70

900x1400x700

80

650

1800

1500

90.140.80

900x1400x800

110

650

2500

2000

120.200.100

1200x2000x1000

130

650

4000

3000

With our supply you will have
Uniformity of the temperature with tolerance of ± 3°C
High security and repeatability level of the process
Traceability of parameters recorded and stored on PCs
our know-how, result of our experience achieved in more than 10 years of activity in
the sector
Exclusive setting and control system
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ALBAPLANT S.R.L.
Via Verdi 99 – 20063 Cernusco sul Naviglio
Milano – Italy
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